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Abstract
The presence of a moving sound has been shown to facilitate the detection of an independently
moving visual target embedded among an array of identical moving objects simulating forward self-
motion (Calabro et al., Proc. R. Soc. B, 2011). Given that the perception of object motion within
self-motion declines with aging, we investigated whether older adults can also benefit from the pres-
ence of a congruent dynamic sound when detecting object motion within self-motion. Visual stimuli
consisted of nine identical spheres randomly distributed inside a virtual rectangular prism. For 1 s, all
the spheres expanded outward simulating forward observer translation at a constant speed. One of the
spheres (the target) had independent motion either approaching or moving away from the observer at
three different speeds. In the visual condition, stimuli contained no sound. In the audiovisual condi-
tion, the visual stimulus was accompanied by a broadband noise sound co-localized with the target,
whose loudness increased or decreased congruent with the target’s direction. Participants reported
which of the spheres had independent motion. Younger participants showed higher target detection
accuracy in the audiovisual compared to the visual condition at the slowest speed level. Older partici-
pants showed overall poorer target detection accuracy than the younger participants, but the presence
of the sound had no effect on older participants’ target detection accuracy at either speed level. These
results indicate that aging may impair cross-modal integration in some contexts. Potential reasons for
the absence of auditory facilitation in older adults are discussed.
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1. Introduction

When we move about in the world, the characteristic pattern of motion gener-
ated on our retinae as a result of our self-motion is termed optic flow. When
dynamic objects are present in the scene while we are moving, our perceptual
system needs to disambiguate the pattern of retinal motion to extract informa-
tion about our own heading direction and speed, as well as the direction and
speed of objects in the scene. The flow-parsing hypothesis (Warren and Rush-
ton, 2007, 2009) proposes that the visual system extracts independent object
motion from the pattern of retinal motion by subtracting, or parsing out, the
optic flow components that are detected by specialized optic flow detectors
sensitive to global motion patterns (for a review, see Lappe et al., 1999).

When an event stimulates multiple sensory modalities, it is often beneficial
to integrate information across the senses as opposed to treating information
from each sense in isolation, especially when unisensory information is un-
reliable (e.g., Ernst and Banks, 2002; for review, see Alais et al., 2010). In
the case of self-motion perception, several studies have shown that visual
and vestibular cues are integrated when making heading direction judgments
(Butler et al., 2010, 2011). The presence of vestibular information congruent
with visual optic flow has also been shown to improve the perception of the
direction of object motion (Macneilage et al., 2012). Interestingly, auditory
motion signals have also been found to improve the detection of independent
object motion within self-motion (Calabro et al., 2011). In that task, partici-
pants had to detect a sphere that was looming toward or receding away from
the observer amid eight identical spheres that were expanding outward so as
to simulate forward observer motion. The presentation of a co-localized dy-
namic sound (whose amplitude was increased or decreased congruent with the
looming or receding visual target motion) led to more accurate detection of the
target sphere compared to performance in the visual-only condition, or perfor-
mance in a condition that presented a co-localized, but static (not changing
in amplitude) sound. Using MEG and Dynamic Granger causality connectiv-
ity analyses, Vaina et al. (2010) showed that, in the visual condition, there
was evidence for reciprocal connectivity between the prefrontal cortex and vi-
sual motion area MT+. In contrast, in the audiovisual condition, the prefrontal
cortex was connected with the right superior temporal polysensory area, an
area that also received incoming inputs from auditory cortex, but not with area
MT+. These results are consistent with the hypothesis put forth by Vaina et
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al. (2010) that the target in the audiovisual condition was treated as a coherent
audiovisual object.

Healthy aging is known to affect certain types of motion perception (Al-
lard et al., 2013; Bennett et al., 2007; Billino et al., 2008; Pilz et al., 2010;
Roudaia et al., 2010; Snowden and Kavanagh, 2006). Studies examining self-
motion perception in older adults have found reductions in the sensitivity to
heading direction based on optic flow (Lich and Bremmer, 2014; Warren et
al., 1989) and reduced sensitivity when detecting coherent lamellar optic flow
at high speeds (Atchley and Andersen, 1998). Older observers are also worse
at judging whether a looming object will collide or pass by the observer, espe-
cially in the context of simulated self-motion (Andersen and Enriquez, 2006).
These studies indicate that aging impacts the ability to parse retinal motion
into observer-generated and object-generated motion. These declines in mo-
tion processing have been suggested to contribute to slower and less accurate
decisions in the context of walking, street-crossing, driving, or intercepting ob-
jects (Berard et al., 2009; DeLucia et al., 2003; Dommes and Cavallo, 2011;
Dommes et al., 2013; François et al., 2011).

Given that both visual and auditory sensory processing deteriorate with
aging (Faubert, 2002; Hutchinson et al., 2012; Owsley, 2010; Schneider et
al., 2010; Spear, 1993), it has been suggested that older adults may derive a
greater benefit from combining information across the senses than younger
adults. Early studies examined this question by comparing reaction times to
brief, isolated stimuli presented in one or multiple modalities in younger and
older adults. The findings confirmed this hypothesis, as older adults typically
showed greater facilitation in reaction time in the multisensory conditions
compared to unisensory conditions than younger adults (Diederichet al., 2008;
Laurienti et al., 2006; Mahoney et al., 2011; Peiffer et al., 2007). An MEG
study that examined cross-modal facilitation of response times to semantically
congruent visual and auditory stimuli found that greater response time facili-
tation with congruent audiovisual stimuli was related to activation of posterior
parietal and medial prefrontal regions specifically in the older group, pointing
to potential differences in the way multisensory information is combined with
aging (Diaconescu et al., 2012). Older adults have also been shown to benefit
from congruent auditory–visual stimulation in the context of speech process-
ing (Winneke and Phillips, 2011), especially when the semantic information
was unpredictable (Maguinness et al., 2011). Thus, a number of studies have
found that older adults benefit from multisensory congruent stimulation to the
same or greater degree than younger adults (for reviews, see Freiherr et al.,
2013; Mozolic et al., 2012).

At the same time, a number of other studies have shown that multisensory
integration mechanisms are altered in aging. For example, older adults tend to
integrate auditory and visual signal across a wider time window than younger
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adults (e.g., Diederich et al., 2008; Setti et al., 2011), although a growing num-
ber of studies have shown that this observation depends on the type of task or
the specific multisensory mechanisms solicited (Bedard and Barnett-Cowan,
2015; McGovern et al., 2014). Only a few studies have examined how aging
affects multisensory processing in the context of object motion or self-motion.
Roudaia and colleagues (2013) examined the effect of aging on the bounce-
stream illusion (Sekuler et al., 2001), in which participants judge whether two
discs moving along two intersecting paths either streamed past one another or
bounce off of one another. Results in that study showed that the presentation of
a brief click sound at the same time as the discs overlapped was less effective
at biasing the perception of the discs’ motion in older compared to younger
participants, suggesting that audiovisual integration in the context of motion
may be reduced in older age, at least as assessed by the bounce-stream illusion.
In contrast, another study found that the addition of auditory information re-
sulted in a greater benefit for older compared to younger participants in a task
where they were required to maintain a constant driving speed in a driving sim-
ulator (Ramkhalawansingh et al., 2016). This result suggested aging does not
impair the ability to combine auditory and visual information to estimate the
speed of self-motion based on optic flow. Thus, whether cross-modal effects
are enhanced or attenuated in aging appears to be highly task-dependent.

The aim of the current study was to examine whether older adults can use
dynamic auditory information to enhance the detection of visual object motion
in the context of self-motion. We used an adaptation of the same paradigm in
which younger adults had demonstrated auditory facilitation of visual object
motion detection (Calabro et al., 2011). In that study, participants who showed
the worst target detection in the visual condition had shown larger improve-
ments in performance with the co-localized dynamic sound, suggesting that
sounds may be especially beneficial to those who show difficulty in the task
(Calabro et al., 2011). Given that we expected older adults to show worse
accuracy in the current task overall and given previous reports of enhanced
multisensory integration in aging (Mahoney et al., 2011), we hypothesized
that older adults would show greater auditory facilitation than the younger
group in this task.

2. Methods

The research protocol was approved by the research ethics committee of Trin-
ity College Dublin, which ensured adherence to the tenets of the Declaration
of Helsinki. All participants gave written informed consent to participate in
the study.
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2.1. Participants

Seventeen younger (M : 26.0 years, range: 19–31 years, 11 females) and sev-
enteen older (M : 67.5 years, range: 61–76 years, 10 females) adults took part
in this study. Younger participants were university students recruited at Trin-
ity College Dublin and older participants were independently living residents
of Dublin recruited through advertisements in community centres and local
newspapers. A general health questionnaire was used to screen for previous
history of neurological disorders, visual abnormalities, or hearing impair-
ment. To screen for cognitive impairment, the Montreal Cognitive Assessment
(Nasreddine et al., 2005) was administered to older participants and partic-
ipants who scored 23 or less were not recruited (Luis, Keegan and Mullan,
2009). Younger and older participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vi-
sual acuity (near and far Snellen acuity better than 6/9) and normal contrast
sensitivity (M = 1.99, SD = 0.1 log contrast on the Pelli–Robson Contrast
Sensitivity Test). Older participants were also screened with the Hughson
Westlake pure-tone audiometry test and those who were classified as having
hearing impairment in at least one ear were not recruited.

2.2. Apparatus

The experiment was programmed in the Matlab environment using the Psy-
chophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997) and Open GL libraries.
Stimulus generation and presentation were controlled by a MacBook running
OSX 10.6. Stimuli were presented on an HP L1710 17′′ LCD monitor with
a resolution of 1280 × 800 and refresh rate of 60 Hz. The display subtended
33 × 21° at a viewing distance of 60 cm. Auditory stimuli were presented with
Sennheiser HD 201 headphones. The experiment was conducted in a quiet
room. A small table lamp provided low illumination.

2.3. Stimuli

The stimuli were the same as described in the study by Calabro et al. (2011)
and examples are shown in Fig. 1. Visual stimuli consisted of nine textured,
purple spheres (mean luminance: 28 cd/m2) presented against a black back-
ground (mean luminance: 0.3 cd/m2). The spheres were distributed inside a
simulated virtual rectangular prism measuring 25 cm wide by 25 cm high by
60 cm deep. To avoid overlap between spheres, the frontoparallel plane was
divided into nine equally sized (invisible) wedges extending from the fixation
point and one sphere was placed in each wedge at a random eccentricity and
at a random depth ranging from 25 to 35 cm. Objects had a mean diameter
of 1.58°, but their size scaled with distance. The stimuli were viewed binoc-
ularly but did not contain any stereo disparity, so that change in the spheres’
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Figure 1. Schematic of experimental trials and task: Observers viewed nine spheres that moved
towards them simulating looming motion for 1 s. One of the nine spheres contained independent
motion, either looming or receding relative to the other spheres. In the audiovisual trials, a sound
was also presented. The sound was co-localized with the target and its loudness increased for
a looming target and decreased for receding target. The response screen required observers to
identify the target in a four-alternative forced choice task.

size and texture details were the only two cues available to motion in depth.
A red fixation square (0.1°) was placed at the centre of the display. For 1 s,
eight spheres comprising the background scene moved outward, simulating
observer self-motion toward the fixation point at 3 cm/s, or equivalently, sim-
ulating a rigid scene of eight objects approaching a stationary observer. The
ninth sphere (the target) moved according to the sum of the scene motion vec-
tor and an independent motion vector either in the same or in the opposite
direction relative to the scene, with a speed of 4, 6, or 8 cm/s. Participants
were asked to detect the sphere that had independent motion relative to the
scene, either looming toward the observer faster than the scene, or receding
away from the observer. After the 1 s motion, the spheres disappeared from
the screen for 0.25 s and reappeared at their last coordinates, but set to the
average sphere size to ensure participants would not be biased to select the
largest or smallest of all the spheres as their response. The target and three
randomly-selected non-targets were selected in each trial and assigned labels
1–4 in random order. Participants reported which of those four spheres was
the target by pressing one of four keyboard buttons.

In the audiovisual condition, the visual target was accompanied by a mov-
ing sound that was either looming or receding, congruent with the direction of
the target object motion. The sound was a broadband noise filtered between 0.3
and 12 kHz co-localized with the approximate azimuth location of the target
sphere using inter-aural time and intensity cues. Sound motion was simulated
by increasing or decreasing the sound amplitude by ∼10 dB SPL, from a start-
ing sound level of ∼65 dB SPL. The rate of loudness change was consistent
with a sound motion of ∼3.5 cm/s. This auditory motion speed was constant
across visual speed conditions.
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2.4. Procedure

Prior to the main experiment, participants performed a sound localization task
for the looming and receding sounds in two separate blocks, in counterbal-
anced order. On each trial of the localization task, a sound stimulus was
presented at one of 5 azimuths (−10°, −5°, 0°, 5°, 10°) for 1 s at the same
time as five vertical bars appeared on the screen at those locations. Participants
were asked to fixate on the vertical bar in the middle of the display (0°) while
listening to the sound and press one of five keys on the keyboard to report the
location that best matched their perceived sound location. No feedback was
given. All locations were presented in random order with 10 repetitions per
location. At this time, the experimenter also informed participants that sounds
were looming in one block and receding in another block and ensured that
participants heard the difference between the two types of sound by present-
ing two types of sounds as a demo. All the participants reported being able to
hear the increasing and decreasing loudness change in the looming and reced-
ing stimuli, respectively.

After the auditory localization task, participants completed one visual and
one audiovisual practice block to become familiarized with the target object
search task. The practice stimuli contained six spheres instead of nine and tar-
get speeds were ±6 cm/s or ±8 cm/s. There were five trials of each speed
all presented in randomly interleaved order. Participants were told that they
would see several spheres approaching them at a constant speed and that one
of the spheres would be either approaching faster than the rest of the scene, or
would be receding away from the scene. They were asked to detect the target
sphere. Each trial began with a red fixation square that participants were asked
to fixate throughout the trial. The visual or audiovisual was displayed for 1 s,
followed by a blank screen containing the fixation square for 0.25 s, followed
by the response screen containing all the spheres at their x–y locations on the
last frame (see Fig. 1 for an illustration). Four of the spheres were labelled
with numbers 1–4 and participants responded by pressing one of four corre-
sponding keys on the keyboard to indicate which sphere they believed to be
the target. The duration of the blank interval between the stimulus offset and
the response screen was kept brief to reduce the memory load of the response
phase, while also being long enough to ensure that the response screen did
not perceptually group with the motion sequence or disrupt the processing of
the motion sequence. Participants were told to take their time to respond as
accurately as possible. There was no time limit to complete the response and
no feedback as to the accuracy of the response was given. The next trial began
0.3 s after a response was made.

The practice phase was followed by visual and audiovisual experimental
blocks of trials where participants detected the target among nine spheres.
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Each block of trials contained looming and receding targets moving at 4,
6, and 8 cm/s. All speeds and directions were presented in randomly inter-
leaved order, with 15–20 repetitions of each type per block. One younger and
three older participants only completed one block of each condition. All the
other participants completed two visual and two audiovisual blocks, whose
order was chosen randomly from the following orders with equal probability:
ABBA, ABAB, BABA, BAAB.

2.5. Analysis

Data from the auditory localization experiment were analyzed using signal
detection theory by calculating the sensitivity d ′ for discriminating each pair
of adjacent locations (−10° and −5°, −5° and 0°, 0° and 5°, 5° and 10°), and
then computing the sum of all d ′ to obtain a measure of global sensitivity for
discriminating sound locations (Macmillan and Creelman, 2005). Data from
the visual target detection task were expressed as a proportion of correct trials.
Median response times were also calculated for all conditions, after excluding
very slow outliers (>10 s). Response times were defined as the time between
the stimulus onset and the button press.

Statistical analyses and data visualisation were performed in R using the gg-
plot2, car, ez, wrs2, and TOSTER packages (Fox and Weisberg, 2011; Lakens,
2017; Lawrence, 2015; R Core Team, 2015; Wickham, 2009; Wilcox, 2016).
Mauchy’s Test of Sphericity was used to test for violations of the sphericity
assumption for all effects and interactions containing within-subject factors.
When multiple comparisons were performed, the Holm–Bonferroni procedure
maintained a family-wise alpha at 0.05. When sphericity was violated, the de-
grees of freedom were adjusted using the Greenhouse–Geisser epsilon, ε̂. The
generalised eta-squared, η̂2

G, effect size measure is reported for all effects (Ole-
jnik and Algina, 2003). This measure represents the proportion of variance
associated with the effect, relative to variance due to individual differences.
The general guidelines for the effect size magnitudes of η̂2

G are 0.02, 0.13, and
0.26 for small, medium, and large effects, respectively (Bakeman, 2005).

3. Results

3.1. Auditory Localization Performance

Figure 2 shows individuals’ average of perceived azimuth location and the to-
tal d ′ sensitivity for discriminating the azimuth locations for the looming and
receding sounds separately. High positive d ′ values indicate good localization
performance. The localization performance was similar for the two motion
directions (receding or looming) and showed high variability across partici-
pants in both age groups. Comparing average d ′ for both groups and motion
directions in a 2 (age group) × 2 (direction) split-plot ANOVA revealed a
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Figure 2. The left panel shows average perceived location (deg) plotted against presented az-
imuth location for individual participants (dashed lines). The right panel shows total sensitivity
(d ′) for discriminating the sound locations. Small circle and square symbols show individual
younger and older participants’ data, respectively. Group averages and their bootstrapped 95%
CI are shown in larger symbols offset to the right.

medium-size effect of age group, F(1,32) = 4.76, p = 0.04, η̂2
G = 0.11, no

effect of direction, F(1,32) = 2.81, p = 0.10, η̂2
G = 0.02, and no interaction

between age and direction, F(1,32) = 0.32, p = 0.57, η̂2
G = 0.

Figure 2 shows that one younger and three older participants showed nega-
tive d ′ for at least one direction, with one participant showing highly negative
d ′ for both directions. Negative d ′ would indicate that perceived azimuth lo-
cations were reversed, such that left locations were perceived on the right
and vice versa. This reversal indicates a potential mistake either in response
mapping or incorrect placement of headphones. Excluding data from the four
participants who showed negative d ′ values, the effect of age group was no
longer statistically significant, F(1,28) = 2.8, p = 0.11, η̂2

G = 0.07. In the
following figures and statistical analyses, data from these four participants
were excluded. However, the general pattern of results remained unchanged
even when all participants were included.

3.2. Visual Target Detection Accuracy

The top panel of Fig. 3 shows the accuracy of the younger and older adults in
correctly identifying the location of the target object in the visual and audiovi-
sual conditions, for looming and receding speeds. A mixed-model ANOVA
with age group as the between-subject factor and sound condition, target
speed, and direction as within-subject factors revealed a main effect of age
group, F(1,28) = 53.1, p < 0.001, η̂2

G = 0.46, reflecting the fact that older
participants showed overall lower accuracy in all conditions. This result is con-
sistent with previous studies showing age-related declines in the perception of
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Figure 3. Accuracy (top panels) and response times (bottom panels) for reporting the target
object in the visual (black) and audiovisual (grey) conditions for younger (circles) and older
(squares) participants across six speeds (negative values correspond to receding motion and
positive values correspond to looming motion). Large symbols represent group averages and
small symbols show individual data points. Error bars show the bootstrapped 95% CIs of the
group averages.

object motion within self-motion (Andersen and Enriquez, 2006). There was
a main effect of target speed, F(2,56) = 137.2, p < 0.001, η̂2

G = 0.30, and
an Age group × Speed interaction, F(2,56) = 5.04, p = 0.01, η̂2

G = 0.02, re-
flecting the fact that target detection accuracy improved with increasing speed
and that the effect of speed differed between the two age groups. There was
also a main effect of target direction, F(1,28) = 85.5, p < 0.001, η̂2

G = 0.30,

and a Direction × Speed interaction, F(2,56) = 31.3, p < 0.001, η̂2
G = 0.06,

suggesting that performance was better for looming than receding targets,
and that increasing speed had a greater effect on detecting looming com-
pared to receding targets. Regarding the effect of sound condition, the main
effect of sound was not significant, F(1,28) = 3.76, p = 0.06, η̂2

G = 0.01,
but there was a significant three-way Age group × Sound × Speed interac-
tion, F(2,56) = 3.30, p = 0.04, η̂2

G = 0.007. See Fig. 3 for an illustration of
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these results. The presence of the three-way interaction indicates that the effect
of the presence of co-localised sound on target detection depended on target
speed and age group. None of the other interactions were significant.

To decompose the three-way interaction, we tested the effect of sound con-
dition at each speed level, collapsed across motion direction, for each group
separately. In the younger group, the effect of sound was statistically sig-
nificant at the slowest speed levels, ±4 cm/s, F(1,15) = 13.4, p = 0.002,
η̂2

G = 0.13, reflecting the fact that accuracy was higher in the audiovisual con-
dition (M = 0.61, SD = 0.13) compared to the visual condition (M = 0.51,
SD = 0.11). The effect of sound was not significant at the medium and high
speeds for younger adults [±6 cm/s: F(1,15) = 1.2, p = 0.29; ±8 cm/s:
F(1,15) = 0.56, p = 0.46]. In the older group, the effect of sound was not
statistically significant at any of the speed levels [±4 cm/s: F(1,13) = 0.10,
p = 0.76; ±6 cm/s: F(1,13) = 0.001, p = 0.96; ±8 cm/s: F(1,13) = 1.92,
p = 0.19].

To better illustrate these effects, we plotted the difference in accuracy be-
tween the audiovisual and visual conditions across speeds for younger and
older groups in Fig. 4. The crossbars in the figure represent the average dif-
ference score and its 95% CI. Consistent with the statistical results reported
above, the difference scores at the slowest speed in the younger group lie
mostly above the zero line and the 95% CI of the average difference score
does not overlap zero, indicating reliably better performance for the audio-
visual over the visual only condition. In contrast, the 95% CIs of the average
difference scores overlap zero at the faster speeds in the younger group and at

Figure 4. Difference scores of target detection accuracy in the audiovisual and visual conditions
are shown for all individual participants for all speeds and directions. Red square symbols show
data for receding targets and blue diamond symbols show data for looming targets. Crossbars
show group averages and their bootstrapped 95% CI. The grey-scale fill colour (PC V) shows
the proportion correct in the visual condition.
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all speeds in the older group, suggesting equivalent performance across both
sensory conditions.

The above results suggested that unlike younger participants, older partic-
ipants showed no evidence of auditory facilitation on visual target detection
in either speed condition. However, given that a failure to reject the null hy-
pothesis of no difference between conditions is not sufficient to conclude that
performance in two conditions is the same (as that is the null hypothesis it-
self), we conducted equivalence tests using the two-sided t-tests approach
(Schuirmann, 1987) to examine whether performance in the visual and audio-
visual conditions in the older group was indeed not different. An equivalence
test allows us to choose the smallest effect size of interest and tests the null
hypothesis that the true effect is greater than the one specified. If the equiv-
alence test is statistically significant, it allows us to conclude that the two
conditions are unlikely to differ by more than the effect size specified and
can thus be considered to be equivalent (Lakens, 2017). We chose to test for
a difference score of 10% or greater, as this ensured the equivalence test had
80% power to detect an effect, given the variability of the difference scores,
our sample size, and the family-wise alpha of 0.05. The equivalence test was
not significant for ±4 cm/s for younger participants {t (15) = 0.09, p = 0.53,
mean difference = 0.92, 98% CI {0.02–0.16]}, which is consistent with the
statistical analysis reported above and indicates that the difference between
the visual and audiovisual conditions is not smaller than 10%. The equiva-
lence test was statistically significant for the other two speeds in the younger
group [±6 cm/s: t (15) = −4.5, p < 0.001, 8 cm/s: t (15) = −6.24, p < 0.001]
and for all speeds in the older group [(±4 cm/s, t (13) = −2.76, p = 0.008;
±6 cm/s: t (13) = 2.4, p = 0.02; ±8 cm/s: t (13) = −2.20, p = 0.02]. These
results allow us to conclude that accuracy in the visual and audiovisual con-
ditions was equivalent (within 10%) for all speeds in the older group and the
middle and fastest speeds in the younger group.

3.3. Visual Target Detection Response Times

For completeness, we also present the data for response times for the visual
target detection in Fig. 3. Note that participants were not required to respond
quickly and responses were made only after the response screen appeared
0.25 s after stimulus offset. Therefore, this measure does not only reflect
perceptual and motor processing, but is also highly influenced by the speed
of stimulus–response mapping and response confidence. Given that response
times were timed from the stimulus onset to the button press, response time
could not be shorter than 1.25 s.
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The split-plot ANOVA on response times revealed a main effect of age
group, F(1,28) = 25.0, p < 0.001, η̂2

G = 0.44, with older participants show-
ing much slower responses than younger participants. The ANOVA also re-
vealed main effects of target speed, F(2,56) = 31.3, p < 0.001, η̂2

G = 0.02,
direction, F(1,28) = 45.7, p < 0.001, η̂2

G = 0.02, as well as a target Direc-
tion × Speed interaction, F(2,56) = 26.1, p < 0.001, η̂2

G = 0.003. These
results reflect the fact that responses were overall faster for looming than re-
ceding targets and became faster with increasing speed, but that the rate of
decrease with speed was greater for looming targets. There was also a sig-
nificant Age group × Direction interaction, F(1,28) = 7.41, p = 0.01, η̂2

G =
0.003, and an Age group × Direction × Speed interaction, F(2,56) = 8.14,
p < 0.001, η̂2

G = 0.001). These interactions indicate that the magnitude of the
speed and direction effects differed across the two age groups.

Comparing performance for the visual and audiovisual condition revealed
a significant main effect of sound, F(1,28) = 7.6, p = 0.01, η̂2

G = 0.01,
and a significant Age group × Sound interaction, F(1,28) = 7.0, p = 0.01,
η̂2

G = 0.01. None of the other interactions with sound were statistically sig-
nificant. Examining the effect of sound in each group, collapsed across all
speed conditions, revealed that older participants’ responses were 39 ms faster
in the audiovisual condition (M = 3.85, SD = 1.25) compared to the visual
condition (M = 4.23, SD = 1.35), F(1,13) = 6.93, p = 0.02, η̂2

G = 0.02. In
contrast, younger participants showed similar response times across the audio-
visual (M = 2.39, SD = 0.38) and visual (M = 2.40, SD = 0.30) conditions,
F(1,15) = 0.04, p = 0.83, η̂2

G = 0.001. The absence of an effect of sound in
the younger group may be due to the fact that responses were already very
quick in the visual condition and there was no room for response time fa-
cilitation in the audiovisual condition. The absence of significant interactions
between the effect of sound and target speed levels or motion direction in-
dicates that response time facilitation in older adults was constant across all
speeds.

3.4. Relationship Between the Effect of Sound and Sound Localization Ability

One potential explanation for the large inter-subject variability in the effect of
sound on target detection is the variability in the sensitivity to the sound az-
imuth location. Participants who show good sound localization may have been
able to narrow down their target search to fewer items by directing their atten-
tion to that location, which would also improve the probability of audiovisual
binding with the correct target. We examined this question by testing for a pos-
itive correlation between the difference scores (AV–V), averaged across target
speed levels, and sound localization d ′ for each age group and sound direction
separately.
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We used a one-tailed, rank-sum Spearman test and calculated 90% CI using
the bootstrap percentile method. In the older group, there was a positive cor-
relation for receding sounds, rs(15) = 0.48, p = 0.03, 90% CI [0.13, 0.73],
but a correlation near zero for looming sounds, rs(15) = −0.01, p = 0.51,
90% CI [−0.46, 0.44]. In the younger group, both correlations were near
zero [receding, rs(15) = −0.12, p = 0.68; 90% CI [−0.54, 0.34]; looming,
rs(15) = 0.04, p = 0.44, 90% CI [−0.44, 0.51]]. No significant correlations
were found between the RT facilitation and sound localization in either group.
Thus, differences in sound localization ability did not account for significant
variability in auditory facilitation of visual target detection in young adults,
in either motion direction of the target. Good auditory localization was associ-
ated with a greater benefit in the audiovisual condition in older adults, but only
in the case of receding sounds. However, given the wide confidence interval
around the correlation coefficient and the noisy nature of small sample corre-
lations, this finding should be treated with caution, especially given that there
is no theoretical reason why auditory localization would provide a benefit on
target detection for the receding, but not the looming direction of the target.

3.5. Relationship Between the Effect of Sound and Visual Target Detection

Calabro et al. (2011) reported a negative correlation between the magni-
tude of acoustic facilitation due to a co-localized, moving sound relative to
a static sound and overall visual target performance, indicating that partici-
pants who showed poor visual target detection performance benefited more
from the dynamic, congruent sound. Here, we examined whether low target
detection accuracy in the visual-only condition was associated with a high
AV–V difference score for each group and target direction separately, aver-
aged across all speed levels. The Spearman one-tailed, rank-sum test showed
a significant negative correlation in the older group for both looming tar-
gets, rs = −0.44, p = 0.04, 90% CI [−0.74, −0.04], and receding targets,
rs = −0.42, p = 0.04, 90% CI [−0.74, −0.01]. Results from the younger
group also showed a negative correlation for looming targets, rs = −0.44,
p = 0.04, 90% CI [−0.76, −0.04], but a correlation near zero for receding tar-
gets, rs = −0.07, p = 0.39, 90% CI [−0.48, 0.38]. The negative correlations
suggest that participants who showed worse target detection in the visual-only
condition also benefited more from the co-localized sound. Here again, how-
ever, the confidence intervals for the correlation coefficients were very wide,
making it difficult to know the magnitude of the true relationship. Correlation
estimates based on small sample sizes are known to be particularly unstable
(Schönbrodt and Perugini, 2013).
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4. Discussion

The goal of the current study was to examine whether older adults may benefit
from congruent auditory information when performing a complex visual mo-
tion perception task. We employed the task developed by Calabro et al. (2011),
where participants detected an independently-moving target sphere embedded
among eight other identical spheres moving radially outward so as to sim-
ulate forward observer self motion. We compared target detection accuracy
with and without a spatially co-localized dynamic auditory broadband noise
moving congruent with the direction of the target. We found that younger par-
ticipants showed facilitation of target detection in the presence of the dynamic
sound when visual targets were looming or receding at 4 cm/s, but not at the
two faster speeds. In contrast, older participants showed no improvement in
target detection accuracy in the presence of the sound at any speed level in this
task. The lack of a beneficial effect on target detection accuracy in the pres-
ence of congruent cross-modal information in older adults is surprising, given
that most previous studies have found equivalent or enhanced multisensory
integration with aging (Freiherr et al., 2013; Mozolic et al., 2012).

The current study also revealed that aging significantly impairs performance
in this task, as older adults showed substantially poorer accuracy than the
younger group at all speeds. Given that the response screen appeared shortly
after the stimulus offset, this difference cannot be due to age-differences in
visual memory. Instead, this finding adds to a growing number of studies
showing age-related reductions in sensitivity to optic flow and declines in the
perception of approaching objects in the context of self-motion (Andersen and
Enriquez, 2006; Lich and Bremmer, 2014; Mapstone et al., 2006; Warren et
al., 1989). Previous studies have shown that target detection in the current
task relies on global motion processing as opposed to processing of relative
motion of adjacent objects (Calabro et al., 2011), consistent with flow-parsing
(Warren and Rushton, 2009). An fMRI study with Granger causality connec-
tivity analyses showed that detection of the independent object motion relative
to viewing optic flow only is accompanied by increases in the connectivity
within a network of areas consisting of areas LO, V3A, KO, and hMT bilat-
eraly, and areas in the intraparietal sulcus and the medial region of the dorsal
intraparietal sulcus (Calabro and Vaina, 2012). The detection of object motion
within simulated self-motion in younger observers has been shown to improve
with increasing number of objects comprising the optic flow and with increas-
ing stimulus duration (Royden and Connors, 2010). Thus, the effect of aging
seen here may be especially large due to the relative sparseness of the visual
stimulus and the duration of the stimulus display.

The results from younger participants only partially replicate the findings of
Calabro et al. (2011), who found auditory facilitation of a similar magnitude
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but at all the target speeds they tested (2–8 cm/s, looming and receding). What
might explain the lack of improvement in target detection at the medium and
faster speeds in the current study? Given that we used the same visual and
auditory stimuli, this discrepancy in the results may be due to differences in the
testing procedure [we block-randomized visual only and audiovisual moving
conditions, while Calabro et al. (2011) intermixed auditory-static and audio-
moving sounds in the same block and compared those conditions directly;
we used three speeds here, while they tested four speeds], or due to random
differences in participant samples related to variation in individual binding
tendency (Odegaard and Shams, 2016) or experience-related factors such as
driving, action video game habits or experience with psychophysical studies.

What processes drive the auditory facilitation in the current task? Given
that the sound was co-localized with the visual target, facilitation may re-
sult from cross-modal spatial cueing of the target location, or it may be due
to audiovisual binding of the sound and visual target, or both. Given that
multisensory integration and cross-modal spatial attention are highly inter-
dependent (Talsma et al., 2010), it is often difficult to disambiguate these
possibilties. Calabro et al. (2011) examined this question by comparing the
effect of static and dynamic sounds that were either co-localized with the tar-
get or non-spatially informative. They found that facilitation was most robust
when the dynamic sound was co-localized with the target compared to being
presented in the centre of the screen. At the same time, the presentation of
a spatially-congruent but static sound had a much milder effect compared to
the co-localized sound that also moved in a direction congruent with the tar-
get. Those results suggested that although spatial co-localization is necessary
to observe the auditory facilitation, cross-modal spatial cueing alone does not
fully account for the benefit in target detection. One possibility is that spatial
attention to the location of the sound increases the likelihood of audiovisual
binding within the target by increasing motion processing at that location and
by reducing the set size of potential candidates for binding.

Could the absence of auditory facilitation in older adults be due to an inabil-
ity to use the auditory spatial information to improve visual target detection?
Our auditory localization experiment showed that younger and older adults
had similar sensitivity to sound azimuth location. Therefore, older participants
should have been able to use the sound’s azimuth location to direct their atten-
tion to the approximate spatial location of the target or to the correct hemifield.
However, although previous studies have reported preserved crossmodal at-
tention in aging (e.g., Hugenschmidt et al., 2009), it could be that older adults
may require more time to localize the sound or to shift their attention to the
sound’s location than younger adults. Another possibility is that they were
indeed able to use the sound’s location to shift their attention to the correct az-
imuth position, but were less successful at binding the sound with the correct
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visual target. The analysis of response times revealed that older participants
responded significantly faster in the audiovisual condition compared to the vi-
sual condition, even though no emphasis was put on responding quickly. The
fact that the magnitude of response time facilitation was constant across speeds
and motion directions may be a sign of a non-specific effect related to over-
all attention to the task or arousal, but it can also reflect increased response
confidence in the audiovisual condition. The higher response confidence in
the absence of improvements in accuracy may be the result of audiovisual
bindings with non-targets. One way to determine if this was likely to be the
case would be to examine the spatial pattern of responses. Unfortunately, we
did not record the spatial location of the response sphere and thus are unable
to determine from the present study whether participants were more likely to
choose spheres on the same hemifield as the sound location. Future studies
can shed light on this issue by examining the spatial pattern of incorrect re-
sponses, or by tracking the shifts of spatial attention in the current task using
eyemovement recording or electrophysiology.

Could age-related differences in the overall accuracy level explain the lack
of auditory facilitation in older adults? By using a range of speed levels, we
ensured that our stimuli produced a range of accuracy levels in both groups.
If auditory facilitation is only observed at a certain level of accuracy, then we
should have observed auditory facilitation in older adults at the medium speed,
where accuracy in the older group matched the accuracy level of the younger
group at the slowest speed. Thus, it is unlikely that overall age differences in
accuracy at detecting visual targets can explain the lack of audiovisual inter-
actions in older adults.

Yet another possibility is that audiovisual binding fails in older adults due
to age-related declines in integration of global motion or perception of optic
flow (Atchley and Andersen, 1998; Mapstone et al., 2006). Previous research
indicates that visual perceptual grouping can occur prior to audiovisual in-
tegration (Kawachi et al., 2014; Sanabria et al., 2005). In our stimulus, the
eight spheres forming the visual scene must be grouped together to extract
the self-motion heading and speed which, in turn, can help to segregate the
independently-moving target sphere. It is possible that the stronger the back-
ground elements are grouped together, the easier it becomes to bind the sound
with the independently moving target. If older adults are slower or less effi-
cient at integrating the background spheres into a coherent whole, this may
reduce the likelihood for cross-modal binding of the sound with the indepen-
dently moving object. Studies using transient sounds paired with visual search
displays have shown that audiovisual integration is less likely to occur when
multiple visual events are equally viable candidates for binding with a single
auditory event (Van der Burg et al., 2014). It is possible that by facilitating
the extraction of optic flow from the background spheres in different ways we
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may increase the chances of observing audiovisual facilitation in older adults.
This may be done by increasing the density of background spheres (a coun-
terintuitive suggestion, given that it would increase the number of potential
‘distracters’) or increasing the stimulus duration to allow more time for global
motion grouping to occur.

Similarly, it may be that aging affected the ability to perceive 3D motion
from the monocular depth cues contained in the current stimulus, resulting in
a percept of spheres expanding radially outward on a flat frontoparallel plane
instead of as static objects moving forward in depth. This type of visual percept
should not be expected to bind with a sound moving in depth. The stimulus
used in the experiment contained no stereo disparity and used only two monoc-
ular cues to depth. A recent study reported that a sound moving in depth had
a greater impact on detection of visual motion in depth when the visual stim-
ulus contained stereo disparity (Harrison et al., 2015). Similarly, congruent
vestibular cues had a more robust effect on perception of heading from op-
tic flow when visual stimuli contained stereo disparity, compared to only 2D
information (Butler et al., 2011). Future studies should examine whether au-
ditory facilitation of object motion detection can be recovered in older adults
when additional depth or vestibular self-motion cues are available to help the
perception of motion in depth.

The results of this study indicate that spatially informative, congruent au-
ditory information may not always be of benefit to older adults in a complex
visual motion task. Many other types of audiovisual interactions have been re-
ported in motion perception in younger adults, such as cross-modal dynamic
capture (Soto-Faraco et al., 2003, 2004, 2005), cross-modal motion afteref-
fects (Jain et al., 2008; Kitagawa and Ichihara, 2002), and disambiguation
of walking direction of a point-light-walker with directional footstep sounds
(Schouten et al., 2011). Future studies should examine whether aging may
affect audiovisual integration in other motion perception tasks, as the underly-
ing mechanisms in the above-mentioned interactions are likely to differ from
those involved in the current complex motion task.

5. Conclusion

The capacity to encode the motion direction and speed of moving objects in
the scene while walking or driving is an important ability that is known to
decline in older age. The current study showed that whereas the presence of a
dynamic broadband noise moving coherently with an independently-moving
visual target can enhance its detection at some speed levels in younger adults,
older adults do not benefit from this additional auditory information. This lack
of multisensory benefit indicates that aging may impair audiovisual integration
in cluttered, dynamic scenes.
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